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	Taking the MCTS Windows Server 2008 70-642 certification exam? Want to check out sample questions and take some sample tests? Look no further. 'MCTS Windows Server 2008 70-642 Q&A' provides over 800 test prep questions organized around Microsoft's published examination objectives and sub-objectives. The correct answers and explanations are given for all questions. The book also includes step-by-step instructions for successful test-taking strategies, and an explanation of the different question types used by both Microsoft at Prometrics and by Pearson VUE. The book's accompanying CD-Rom even includes sample practice tests and simulations!
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Arthur: God and Hero in AvalonReaktion Books, 2019

	
		For fifteen centuries, legends of King Arthur have enthralled us. Born in the misty past of a Britain under siege, half-remembered events became shrouded in ancient myth and folklore. The resulting tales were told and retold, until over time Arthur, Camelot, Avalon, the Round Table, the Holy Grail, Excalibur, Lancelot, and...
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iLife '04 All-in-One Desk Reference for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Living the iLife may mean creating a slide show with your own digital photos, adding original music from your GarageBand, and posting it on the Web. Or blending purchased songs with clips from your digital camcorder to make a music video DVD. Or just keeping your iPod loaded with the latest iTunes. Find out how, now!
    The Dummies...
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Relax NgO'Reilly, 2003
RELAX NG is a grammar-based schema language that's both easy to learn for schema creators and easy to implement for software developers In RELAX NG, developers are introduced to this unique language and will learn a no-nonsense method for creating XML schemas. This book offers a clear-cut explanation of RELAX NG...
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Introduction to Discrete Event SystemsSpringer, 2007
As its title suggests, this book is about a special class of systems which in recent decades have become an integral part of our world. Before getting into the details of this particular class of systems, it is reasonable to start out by simply describing what we mean by a “system”, and by presenting the fundamental concepts associated...
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Radio Engineering for Wireless Communication and Sensor Applications (Artech House Mobile Communications Series)Artech House Publishers, 2003
The word radio means techniques that are used in transmitting and receiving information or power in the atmosphere or free space, or in transmission lines utilizing electromagnetic waves—so-called radio waves—but also the equipment needed therein.

This book provides the reader with the basics in radio engineering, the...
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Oracle Real Application Clusters, First EditionDigital Press, 2003
Clustered configuration first hit the scene nearly 20 years ago when Digital  Equipment Corporation (DEC) introduced the VaxCluster. Until now, the topic of  Real Application Clusters (RAC) implementation had never been fully explored.  For the first time, Murali Vallath dissects RAC mysteries in his book Oracle  Real Application Clusters to...
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